
Dr. Joel Wallach - Videos

Dr. Wallach wrote Dead Doctors Don't lie. That means that a doctor can't lie to you about what you need
for good health.  Dr. Wallach's book has been a best seller for years. He is a trained pathologist and Veterinary
Doctor working at the St. Louis Zoo for many years. He has done 20,000 autopsies with 3000 of those on
humans. He know what works in the body and what doesn't by observing people and animals who have died.

We are sick and getting sicker.  Dr. Wallach has shown that out of the 60 essential minerals that our bodies
need only 3 are coming to us from food because of depletion of the soil. Even Organic food has few minerals.

Dr. Wallach is on a crusade to get the world healthier again. He travels every single day and gives talks and
sometimes more than one.  He is 75 and has blood pressure of 60/90 and a pulse rate of 36 and takes no
prescription drugs nor has he ever been sick. He is the founder of Youngevity that formulates mineral and
vitamin supplements to help us get back to health. He takes pride in the quality and the amount of minerals and
vitamins in his supplements.

Watch some of the videos below as Dr Wallach gives you the proof that we are doing it all wrong.

The Two Videos to Watch First - Why you are unhealthy

Dr. Wallach's Youtube Channel

The Number One product to buy and its the only one you
really need.

Find all his products on Amazon  and GET HEALTHY!
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This page is created only as a public service. No links are benefiting our organization. We only care that you are healthy!
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